You’ll never blow on
another fire again.
Since Man discovered Fire we’ve been seeking
better ways to feed it the breath of life.

INTRODUCING

The handy little blower to feed your fires

The handy little blower to feed your fires

For millennia, we used only the “bend and blow”
technique, often hyperventilating in the process!
The manual squeeze bellows simply transferred
our effort to a different set of muscles.
More recent attempts to power airflow to fire
have fallen short, resulting in tools that are
too big, clunky, dangerous, expensive and/or
impractical for use both indoors and out.
But now there is FiAir.

TM

EASY

forced air at the push of a button

FAST

kindling and stoking with no fuss

POWERFUL

so you don’t have to bend or
get too close to the fire

SAFE

shuts off instantly if dropped
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Portable, hand-held tool
Length = 8.75”
22.2 cm
Diameter = 2.25”
5.7 cm
Weight = 3.5 oz
99.2 g
Powerful motor
Requires only 2 AA batteries
Glow-in-the-dark power button
Patent Pending
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If you want your fires to
grow big and strong,
you have to feed them right.

Finally— The right
tool
for
the
job
of feeding Charcoal and Wood Fires
The handy little blower to feed your fires

First Light to Cooking Temp in

First Light to Full Blaze in

FiAir changes the debate over the virtues of
Charcoal vs. Gas grilling.

Who cares if the weather outside is frightful with
FiAir at the hearth.

Our research shows that nearly everyone prefers the
flavor of charcoal, but the time it takes for charcoal
to reach cooking temperature can be a turnoff.
Some have converted to propane gas grilling for that
reason alone.

There's nothing quite like the sight, sound and scent
of a real wood fire. Now, a crackling fire in a cozy
hearth is just two minutes away. It's true: FiAir
kindles your cordwood to a roaring blaze in two
minutes or less and keeps it that way when you add
logs with a few well-placed bursts of life-giving air.

HALF THE TIME

Never again sacrifice taste to save time.
Grillers often use accelerants and/or a chimney to
hasten the heating process and it still takes 15 to 30
minutes or more before the coals are hot enough
for cooking. Our tests show that no matter how you
light your charcoal, FiAir cuts the time to cooking
temperature easily by half. Typically, your coals will
be ready for cooking in just 8-12 minutes.

FiAir runs on just 2 AA batteries (NOT as shown)

about TWO MINUTES

Never again sacrifice a real wood fire
for an instant gas flame.
There are plenty of fancy fireplace tool sets, costly
accessories and special starters on the market. But if
you simply want to enjoy your fires more and mess
with them less — all you really need is FiAir.

